
Year 3 Parental Curriculum Overview 2018

Maths
Understanding                  of the number system is essential for any number work so 
learning will start with place value.  Throughout the term the children will 
concentrate on mental calculations before moving on to written calculations.  They 
will revisit all four number operations and will focus on using and applying the skills 
learned in real life contexts.  Children will use practical resources before moving on to
pictorial and finally abstract which helps develop a deep and sustainable 
understanding of maths.  We will recap previously learned times tables and 
move on to learning the 3x and 4x table.  
Time, statistics plus 2D and 3D shape will also be covered in                  the 
Autumn term.

Geography
The emphasis in this unit is to describe and 
understand key aspects of human and 
physical geography through the study of 
Hawaii.  They will learn about volcanoes; 
essentially how they are made, what they are
made of, where they form, why they form 
and the                                    consequence of    
an eruption.

        Design                    Technology
Mechanical                        Systems – 
levers and linkages are the themes for 
DT.  The children will explore materials, 
tools and software to help them solve 
problems and construct 3D objects with 
moving parts.  Once completed the 
children will evaluate their work and 
suggest adaptations or improvements.

History
The children will study the Stone Age 
period.  They will investigate a range of 
evidence found by archaeologists 
and ask and answer questions to 
                determine what life was 
                like in the past.  They will place 
                events on a timeline to begin 
to understand when the Stone Age was.

Art & Design
Art and Design is linked to Science and 
the study of Rocks and Soils.   The 
                children will make their own 
                fossil and complete their own 
observational drawings of fossils.  They 
will then use these to complete printing
activities.

Physical                      Education
The children                       will continue
to develop a range of skills playing Tag
Rugby outdoor adventurous challenges
individually and as a team.  They will
also learn a variety of strokes to swim
effectively  and  perform  self-rescue  in
different situations.

                  Religious Education
We will explore three themes.  Firstly, 
the experience of families today and 
how God is present in every home.  
They will learn how promises made at
              Baptism and Confirmation are  
              a call to a new way of life      
and also how we celebrate the           
gift of Jesus during Advent.  We will 
also learn about Judaism with a focus 
on the Synagogue and prayer.

   Science
The children will compare 
and describe different kinds of rocks. 
They will also describe how fossils are 
formed and have a go at making their 
own fossils. They will recognise that soils
are made from rocks and organic 
matter. Also, we will be looking at seed 
dispersal in plants. 

   Computing 
We will be  exploring how 
to keep ourselves safe when using 
computers and the internet.
Also, we will be learning to code: the 
children will use blocks to perform basic
computer programming to control 
characters and objects on screen.            

English
 Our first topic is folk tales- we will be looking at African folk tales about the
very greedy and mischievous Anansi the spider. The children will write their own 

story and tell it to an audience. Our second topic will explore the book “Stone
 Age Boy,” which will allow us to find out even more about the stone age. We
 will be focusing on story structure and using good sentence openers, prepositions 

(over, under, on) and using speech marks. After half term, we will be looking at shape 
poetry and non-chronological texts that will be linked to work on Volcanoes. During 
the Autumn Term we will be working hard to learn how to join our 

handwriting and will be given spellings to learn each week.

Modern Foreign            Languages        
The children will                 find out where
French is spoken.  They will greet others,
                   introduce themselves and say
                   how they are feeling.  They will
begin  to  ask  and  respond to  questions,
practise numbers to 12 and begin to learn
the sound / spelling system of French. 

             Music
Understanding                   how to read 
music and interpreting rhythms to 
                  perform three short pieces 
                  on the glockenspiel.  Children
will utilise semibreves, minims, 
crotchets and quavers in two-part 
harmony.
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